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The dry, arid climate of Utah makes water a limited and precious resource. 
However, Utahans are the second largest per capita water users in the nation, 
with over 60% of that water used on outdoor landscapes. High landscape 
water use in the face of limited availability is a complex socio-cultural 
phenomenon reaching back to when pioneers first settled Utah. Settlers 
were from places with cultural perceptions of landscapes and climates much 
different then what they found when they arrived. Their desire to create a 
place that felt like home established a cultural landscape vernacular where 
Utahan’s prefer a landscape more lush and green than we have water to 
support. With the projected increase in Utah’s population, the traditional 
Utah landscape is quickly becoming unsustainable.

As an Extension  service we partnered with a developer to design and install 
four landscapes that integrate aesthetic and water wise design principles 
into demonstration homes in Cedar City, Utah. A landscape that is functional, 
beautiful, and water wise requires forethought, planning, and design.  Water 
conservation is most efficiently achieved when a landscape is intentionally 
designing for water conservation. Visitors perceptions were quantified using 
exit surveys.

This landscape was  designed to demonstrate that water wise designs can 
be both water efficient as well as functional, sustainable and aesthetically 
pleasing. We followed established water-wise design principles which are: 
planning and design, plant selection and hydro zones along with practical 
turf areas. Plant varieties were selected based on low water use and regional 
adaptability. Plantings were avoided along the sides of the home in utility 
areas and where paths to connect the front and back yards were prevalent.
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This design research indicates that designing and demonstrating water wise landscaping 
methods can begin to redefine the vernacular landscape in Utah. Of the 3,000 people that 
visited the home of the course of 3 days. Survey respondents (n=25) found the landscape 
appealing (4.56/5), it helped them see water wise principles as advantageous (4.76/5), 
and inspired them to implement at least one idea into their personal landscape (4.4/5). 
This design research showcases a potential method others in Utah can use to make their 
landscapes more water-wise and begin to redefine the vernacular landscape in Utah and 
the Inter-mountain West.
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Managed through an 
app on your phone. 
It talks to nearby 
weather stations and 
automatically adjusts 
irrigation based on local 
weather.

Smart Controller 

1 Ball valves are easy to 
install and allow you to 
turn the water off or on 
as needed. Garden beds 
aren’t always planted 
at the same times. 
Why water if the bed is 
empty? 

Ball Valves 

2 A landscape that is 
functional, beautiful 
and water wise 
requires planning 
and design. Water 
conservation is most 
efficiently achieved 
when a landscape is 
intentionally designed.

Intentional Design
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Plants are grouped 
according to their water 
needs allowing targeted, 
efficient irrigation zone 
design. Their rooting 
depths and water needs 
are very different. 

Hydro Zones 

4 Turf is located only 
where it will be used. 
It is watered below the 
surface vs. a traditional 
spray sprinkler system. 
Drip systems use 30-40 
% less water.

Sub Surface Irrigation 

5 Trees and shrubs 
provide shade and 
help to conserve soil 
moisture. Shade creates 
micro-climates, an area 
or pockets that stay 
consistently cooler and 
decrease the water 
needs of the plants 
locate under the shade.  
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Cedar City Festival Of Homes


